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IT REPORT OF STUDY GROUP'ON EARLY STAGES,OF CAREER DEVELOPMENT

It is 1mportantthat the initial experiences-of arty academic program be
*

appropriately matched with the skillsond%abilities of students beginning !

_that program. The, lack of certain skills and abilities (on the part of students)

which are required or desired for beginnig l*ivels of an acaaeinic program

can be termed "needs: "' Traditionally, the Summer Vestibule Program (SVP) has

served an important role in identi6ing and meeting some of the needs of

-students entering the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID).

But, by the end of SVP '76 it was appatent that the program was in need of

serious review and revieion.

The time span available to conduct SVP had gradually:diminished due to

changes in theInstitute calendar, while the number of students enrolled in

the program had steadily and substantially increased. Many pe?ple felt that

the objective's of SVP were not being met in\the time allotted.
o-

At about the same time, the career Development Model had been proposed

as d descriptor of the way in which an NTID student moved through a career

develcrpmeni process. SVP should be related to the early stages of this model,

particularly to the stages related.td*,ihe process of choosing a major course of

study (Stages III through VI). Rather than fOcus on revising SVP, the real

1 t

need was to determine what should occur during Stages I to 41, especially Stages
4

Consequently, a study grou pa was formed in Fall, 76 and charged with

determining:'

..
. 1. What NTID students need in order to begin their,major course-

work;.
A

a
study group members consisted of Ann Aresori, Suzanne Vos, Nancy Radunc,

Jeanne'Ldng, Edward Maruggi and Karl White



.

,2. The seqfiential relationship, if any, among thcise items identi-

fied as "needed";

POssib.le strategies for deliveriKlg the necessary information

44

or skill training.

The group,-consisting of Six people from the Divisions of Technicil
).

and Professional Education, Communications and General Education, met

4

over a period of twoJand one-half mpnths considering and discussing these

tasks. In addition to written reports and their own backgrounds and

experiences, the group gathered aftd interpreted information from struc-

tured interviews wits eight chairpersons, sixteen fatuity and twelve

career counseldrs.

The conclusions of the study group are presented'in the remainder

of this paper. The first section, an executive Summary, is deliberately

abbergriated in order to give the reader a quick overview of tbe:group's

most important conclu537ens in a way that the important points will stand

-,.

out and relationships will be clear. The next four sections give more

44IP

details and expand on the.information contained in thg'executive summary.,

r
In the appendix, the data collected in interviews with

counselors and chairper'sons are summarixed'questiton by

A.

facultcareer
question.

ExecutiveSummary

Substantial numbers of .students should*detOnstrate higher

levels of competence than they do at entrance to NTID in the

f .

.
.

following areas, Imfore beginning' their major-coursework:

i. Math

2. -English language - competency with particular emphasis_on

reading comprehension .

-2-
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3. The abilitY'to make sound career decisiOns

e' All students should have at ]east one good'receptive skill

, (i.e., manual. communication, spglchreading or simultaneous

communication). At the present time this may not be as, serious

a need for ipprpvement as the above, areas because most students

come to NTID with some skill, in this area.;,

C. At the time of their entry Into NTID, .very few students (approx-

imately5%) are so deficient in personal/social skills that

technical/professional departments would deny these 6-indents

entry until substantial improvement had occurred. However,

between 25% And 50% of NTID's students need to improve their

Personal/Social skills (especially motivation, Abil#)t to get

along with others, self-responsibility and attendanc-te) in

order to successfully complete their major programs.
. .

D. The ptocedure for admittiAt students to majors is strongly

centered on the career founselor
,

a input and there is little

reliance on most testing. Very few formal denials of entry to

a major program occur. ,

E. Although few programs have formal requirements, man5, program

personnel are confident about-thilfactors which-can serve to

1'

predict a student's success or failure in the major.

F. There is a broad support for some form of preparatory program.

-3-
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What Do Students Need In Order Te Begin Their Major Program?

A. Some level of m'atAematibal competency is the technical skill,

.,

most 'frequently needed by NTID students in order to enter a

technical major. Over two-thirds of the pe uns-interviewed*

for this study cited a particular level of math ability as an

entry requirement of their majors and/or a strong success
V

factor related to peVTormance in the major. Most other tech-

"...

nical-skills considered important for success were related

directly to the technical major (e.g., sciences for science,

majors, technical/creative art skills for fine and applied art

programs, etc.).

B.
4

English language competency with specific concentration on

reading comprehension was the second factor identified as

necessary for beginning a major-program. While relatively few

programs.(30%; most of which are bachdlor level programs)

presently require formally a particular level of English

competency, eighty percent .of the persons interviewed in con-

neceion withthis study stated that a student's English abil-
.

.

ity had a direct bearing on his/her success in the progranis at

NTID. VIver half of these individuals referred to reading

comprehension as part or all of their definition of English
AA

;

ability.

*Here, avid the remainder of this reieFt, references to interviews,

percentages and numbers refer to ''the structured interviews with eight

chairpersons, sixteen facUlty and twelim Career coupselors.
Ne

-4
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Readiqg ability was also idenAfied as the. most serious defi-

1/
ciency of students at the. time of entry into their major

programs.

C. The abilitj- to make career decisions is a third critical need

of students. In the opinion of NTID chairpersons,'facuity and

career counselors, only about 45 percent,oe the students at

NTID are actually ready to malce4a sound career decision at the

time tkey enter their major programs. ("Ready" refers to

maturity, information, decision-making skills, etc.) In spite

of this, 94.6% of the students in tVP '76 made a career deci-

sion at the conclusion of SVP. The-reasons for such ghigh

number of students making decisions 'Which faculty and career

,counselor's considered premature might be partly explained by.

ao/

the fact that eig

P

ty percent of those interviewed felt there
__

\I

Was excessive p essure on students during the Summer Vestibule

Program to make a career decision by the-end of the program.

If one-half of the students who make decisions are unprepared

'to make them, there is an urgent.qeed for more career educa-

tion to occur (information dissemination, skill building'in

decision-making, etc.) prior to_the point at which studerits

are expected to make a career dfcision.

D. Receptive skills (speechreading, maxival or'simultaneous recep-

specificalazy related to the_ability to receive infor-

mation well enough to understand rectures, questions, direct-.

a.

4
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ions was the fourth factor identified. Nearly 40 percent of

the persons participating in the stvdy-named receptive skills ,

as having a significant bearing on a student's success in a

/

1.

After teading'abl.lity, receptive skills were seen as the most

serious deficiency of students at the point of program entry.

Other Findings Related To The Career Developme nt Of Students

11

A. A number of personal /social skills

of success in'the major programs.

are vieWed'as predictors

Almost no 'one felt that

these skills should be used as criteria for entry tothe

program. Reasons for this ranged from a lack of confidence in

ways of measuring the important skills, to a feeling that

everyone with the appropriate technical and communication skills

should be, allowed to try any major program, to the feeling

that a skill was one that odiht to betaught by the major pro-

gram but not required at entrance. The most important personal/

social skills are described below:"

1. Motivation '(includes drive, enthusiasm, commitment to the

major) and responsibility for oneself are categorized as

deciding factors between success and failure inn a prograh

by'50 percent of those interviewed.

-6-,
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2. The. ability to get along with others '(participating in

group activities and discussidnsi respect for others,

etc.) 'was a frequently Rained personal/social skill which

was vieced. as having a significant impact on a student's

success in.a major Program,

3. Attendance (time- consciousness, punctuality) was cofi-
,

sidered -by 30'percent of the respondents to be of cri-
.

4
tical importance to a student's success but not an entry

requitement:

B. The procedure for admitting students to specific programe is

currently "soft" with heiyy reliance on the carger counselor

to proVide'the recommendation on admissfbn to the technical

demrtment.
tere are few formal denials of entry into

,programs. With few exceptions, if the student is felt to-be

4

unacceptable with regard to entry criteria being used, there

will either be an attempt made to "counsel-the ktudent out".or

the student will be accepted on a provisional basis. It,

should be noted,that.secondary handicaps which are identified

prior to entry into a program as absolute barriers to succes

in a program or as posing a serious safety threat to the.,
.

, . r
.

student in a particular program, do result in denials for

0

entry into programs. There areleW programs which actkiallY

I'.

have formal pre-requisites or entry requirements. Of those

programs which do have pre-requLites, exceptions can be made

A



A

and.ire made on a student-by-student"basis. It is impottant

'"

. 1
.,-

--1.to note that twoLthirds of the programs 'sponsor a pre-tech or .

y
. "

4

.,
4ireparatory ptlogram to-bring students to a level of prepare-

. dress necessary to begin the technical or professional majoi..

V ''. , ,
.

15,

There is little reliance.on test scores (with the exception of

Math Learniri enter placeMent tests,'the NTI4English tests,"
and to a lesser extent,the visual screening tests) in terms

of deciding whichstudents,can begin their major coursework.

This is attributed partly to the fact that results of many of

the tests now administered are seen as being useful tools for'

seling purposes, but have a low bearing on'predicting the

student's success ia program. Additionally, some persons

'interviewed stated that their personal observation of and

interaction with students provided assessments at least as

reliable, If not more so, as those provided,by test scores.

A

It appears that many of thetests now given in SVP could be

postponed as they do not serve:a highly useful rple in decid-.

ing which students to accept to majors.. If such tests were

postponed, provisions would have to be made to administer them

at a later period.

Cf\l
Over 95 percent of,those interviewed had strong, convictions

about skills or attributes relattd to success in their majors

an d there Was consistency across programs as to what these

'factors are (see What Do Students Need To Begin.Their Major

:871 0

4
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frogramrn At the same time, thefe is a reluctance to trans-

,

late thesepOinions and experiences into formal requirements

and a lack of consistency in applying extant requirements to

students seeking entry to majors. There is, however, a heavy

reliance on pre-tectipical and pre-professional programs, which

implies that there really are necessary entry skills for many

majors and that many Students do not possess these skills when

they enter NTD.'

The committee concludes that this set of factors (i.e., "soft:'

admissions pt(pcedures, rare instances of denial, low reliance
1

on most tests, h.= and consisEent views on predictors of

success, a reluctance to establish or enforce entry require:" 1/4.

ments) is based on the following conditions:

1. The current period in which a student is expected to make

a careet decision (SVP) `is too brief for faculty t9

assess And get to know students. For example, secondary

handicaps and severe personal/social deficiencies often

cannot be detected and assessed given the present contact

time allotted to various departments in the sampling

segTent of SVP.

2. Thetis is a low level of confidende in instruments used

(with the exceptions of English and Math Tests) to measure



ce

41

a

ti

various akillb-, aptitudes and interests; and the results
.

A

mf\testiaie often made available too late in the decision-

.
A A'

makingl)rocess to be ,useful. .

ti
3. In many cases pre-tech programh of some type are avail-

able to make Up forthe lack of
-

characterizing SVi and the lack

most entering students. thus,

time for assessment

.1*

of skillS characterizing ,-

the decision to admit

students to a-particular major is actually postponed

until the stud at completes the pre-tech phase.

Sequential Relations" Of Student Needs;,
- .

The sequencing of the student's pre-major activities should depend

on And vary with the, needs and past. expeTiertees of the individual

.

student. For example, a student with.no receptive skills cannot.

receive much help in making a career decision until he/she improves

his/hei receptive skills. It w'obld be foolish to Ask a student to

take/a lot of math classes until he/she had made at leaSt a tenta-

tive decisionon a major villith required a lot of math.

'

Most sequencing will' be appropriate if it conforms to common sense.

.ObviOusly, minimal competence in information reception must be the

first achievement with tide tOlake sound career decisions

following shortly thereafter, in most cases.

,A

-10- 12
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Imptoted level's of English competendy ,'seem to 'be a4airly.general

4*

need,-with skills in math and specific sciences dependiig on the
a

major program of the student Once ajbasic level of s ill in

,

receiving informatiOn is. present, althe..pequenclag of *o..thlr

things will depend on the'needs of the student.

It is conceivable that some dr'all of the Imuat have's" will have

been taken care of pr'Ibr to the student's entry to N'Ve. Conse-,

quently, 'early a.k111 assessment should be a hallmark of the initial'

.
entry period so.that students can be provided with campensatory/,

preparatory training, as needed, apd also so that not all students 1.--

*\-----i
t

IC
?4-

1

.
....

will have to move through a pred e4mined and standardized sequence ,

,

of activities geared to meet need( not necessarily present in

individual student

.1 .
.if

PossihLe atategies For Meeting The Needs Of Students

.",1,%4

°'

Thefetwas broad support for some type of ireparatpry_program which

would: 1) allow students more time and more data on- which to base

411

a career decision; 2) allow fot more interaction with students and

-a more thorough'assesament of students: abilities by'faculty'an4

staff; and 8) allow,time for 'appropriate skill building in the areas

of information reception, math,, English and career decision Making.

.. -
. .

.
.
.0

.
4

It is interesting to note that there was trong support among those

i ,

interviewed for most of the activitiesand goalsOf SW, ,but gen-

t

13
4
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4fr
eraViscontentwith the brief time allowed for these:activities.

Thia'and the data dederibed earlier suggest tha4 even the present
. ;

SVP.could be made into a more effective and useful prpgram by

10 .

allotting more time to those activities which have.a direct rela-

tionship to the process of entering a major (math and EagliSh

testing, screening for secondary handicaps, testing !or receptive

skills, career edUcation) and postponing activities whose nature is

not critical to the career decision. However, it is still doubtful

that, within the current SVY time frame, enough skill building in

the critical area (i.e., inf.&mation.reception, math, English and

career decision-making) could occur.

-*-

Any preparatory prograd will have to be characterized by flexibil-
,

ity in meeting student needs. All students do not need exactly the

are compensatory or preparatory experiences either in.terms of

content or in length of time spent on each unit. 'There must also

be flexielity in the'scheduli chAcal curricula so that the

student who needs only one quarter if prep work,.for'example, could

. ,1

/
1",

enter the tech program when ready withgut losing one or more guar:.

tens time in a "holding pattern ".

Finally, attention should be directed to the development of general

introductory courses in the basic career areas (e.g., Introduction

to Business). These courses would allow students in the:prep phase

to gain some contact with the career areas and would be particularly

valuable as a sampling tool for students whose prep p4se included



career education. Some consideration should be given to consol-

idating specialized prep cburses (whose skAlirs and concepts are
. .

.

.

common to one another) an effoyt to better utilize faculty
.

.

resources and extend opportunities for students to sam pler
4

It is appropriateto work towards the goal of "exporting",sothe

units o instruction in the ,critical areas of qath, English and

career e cation. However, this is a long-term prospect and can',

only be don e instructibnal packages are proven to'be ,

valid with NTID's OpUlation. 'Even then it'would take st least two

decades fo.NLthe instruments, units, etc. to gain such widespread

a

r

/-'
useage that there would blkno need for this training to occur,at

NTID. Meanwhile NTID mutt'continue to provide a compensatory/

" Preparatory program for most of its students.

4,

If the exportation.does take place eventually, which seems logical,

. ,

NTID will have to pl to gradually reduce the amount of resourcesa

allocated to prep pros ams at NTID so that if and when widespread

acceptance and use of the exporeb items occur, NTID will have been

prepared for and working toward an ultimate cessation of prep

programs on campus.

Finally, in view of the frequently stated suppott for work exper-

ience to lerve as an ap,in helping students gain some maturity,

self-cohfide ce and knowledge in such areas as managing money and
,



time, greater use should be made of possibilities for work exper-

lences early in the student's enrollment at NTID.

_.

It may-be advisable for the expiriences to range from those which

are not necessarily'related to tbe major but can accomplish skill

building in money. and time managentent and raise an awareness of

icommunication skills,needed in a work environment to experiences

directlytelated to.-the students technical studies. Such a range

would allow students who were just beginning NTID and had few tech-
.,

nical skills to acquire work experience, instead of limiting these

experiences to students in tbeiralast few quarters of school.

C
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

,One of-the primary methods of collec information about the

topics the, roup had been aaked to consider"rs a strut d interview

which members of the group conducted with 36 members of the NTID pro-

fessional staff (eight chairpersons, sixteen faculty and twelve career0

cognsplors). Selection was based on gaining first-hand input from each

of NTID's programs from those people whd-were in 4!-position to be the

best infOrmed about the career development of students. Each member fo

the study,gtoup conducted from four to seven interviews.

t

-Ttle questions included in the interview along with the interviewer

prompts were developed-Cy the members of the study group and'tried out

and refined in two instances before the actual interviews took lace.

A copy of the interviewing schedule and a list of the people who were

interviewed is'included fnthis Appendix.

The results for each part of the interviews are described in the

remainder of this section. In most instances these results are not

broken down by categories of chairperson, dareer counselor and faculty

because important differences between,the groups did not show 110 in the

origifial analysis.

IQ_A. u
i

4
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Question #1:

TECHNICAL )

What

Algebra
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Tools Skills
Chemistry
Basic Drafting
Trigonometry f

Creativity

At the.present time, are there any FORMAL requirements

or'prerequisities for entrance into your program?

COMMUNICATION

Frequency

l6

7

6

4

'2
6

2

1

1

I

Question, #2:

What Frequency

English 9

Reading Comprehension 2

Writing 2

Expressive/Receptive
Coramunicatidn 2

Hearing -Discrimination 1 I

PERSONAL SOCIAL

Attendance and Punc-
tuality 4

Attitude 3

Commitment 2
Interest in People 1

Could you Ar±efly describe the process of how students
are admitted to your program?

During the sdinpling the Career Counselors advise the students

in making a career choice. Counselors use...the Suminer Vestibule Pro-

(

gram testing results,, interviews with potential students, and faculty

input to evaluate the capabilities of the students. Generally, chun-,

selors make recommendations for acceptance into the program and the

Chairperson "signs offs'. If a student is unacceptable for entrance

or falls short of a requirement, the counselor, when necessary, will

try to "counsel tfie student out" of the program. Generally, there are

no denials. - In these situations, the student may be,accepted as a pro-
.

visional student or into a pre-major program.

at

A

ii 9
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'WHO RAS,THR PRIMARY ROLE IN ADMISSIONS?

Group PrRcess XinvOlving fikoulty, chairpersons, career

counselors and students) 23

Career Counselors 5

Chatrperson 2

Don't Know/Didn't Say

WHAT IS THE PRIMARY BASIS FOR ADMISSIONS?

Use test scAres as counseling tool but virtually evegyahe

admitted 10

)

Rely on,test scores or previously demynstrated skills 10

Interaction' with students during SVP -- professional

-judgement
. 4

Nobody --A denied - student essentially seledts 4

Successful completion of pre-tech 2

Don't Know/bidn't Say'
6

I

WHO MAKESFINAL DECISION ON ADMISSION?

Na real decision -- everybody gets in at, least

provisionally s

% 21

Group process-(chairperson, career counselor, faculty)

N

Chairperson f)

Faculty

Don't know/Didn't say.%;

,5

Question #3: Does your program evaluate students. for any secondary han-

dicaps other than deafness prior to admission to the

program? . ,
' I

Most departments evaluate sekondary handicaps through observations'

during the Summer Vestibule Pr dram, or during classes after accep-

tance. The general feeling is that admissions informati6n about

handicaps is helpful but often sketchy and not always reliable.

_Below is an indication of the frequency...with which different sec-

ondary handicaps were mentioned:

iii 20
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Visual problems and color blindness 22

Man dexterity 14

Cer rat Palsy .13

St a 3

Learning disabilities 2

Ushers' syndrome 1

Question #4:. What skills or attributEt which students have at the

time they enter thg prigram contribute significantly to

success? K

TECHNICAL
t

A particular level of competency in mathematics a5

A technical skill related to the major (e.g., chemisCry,

. physics,, art) 10

No answer 2

COMMUNICATION

Reading 17

Ability to receive information in simultaneous mode 15

English level,. III or IV 11

Writing l i.

. Expressive communication skills 6

No answer'

PERSONAL/SOCIAL .

Motivation/EnthusiasmiCammitment to major,: . 14

Punctuality, attendance, Et .me consciousness 11

Responsibility for oneself wt. .10
z.

Ability to work with add relate to. others A
'9

Agsertiveness/Olf-confidence/independence 5

Neatness/AccurAcyl 4

4

r
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,

Ability to handle money w 2

Respect for otherd and materials 2

Honesty ,T 2

.

Ability to criticize and accept criticism 1

Decision - making ability /
1

Nothihg ;
4

. .
,

OTHER PREDICTORS OF SUCCESS

_Previous work experience 11

Previsous effective career counseling and eduCation . / 8

T
Good study skills' .5

4

Question #5: A variety of tests are given to almost all students as
they enter NTID. From which of these tests do you use
the results in helping studentS? For what do you use
them, how useful are they and when do you need the gle-
sults for tkem to be most useful?

a. Visual Screening

25 Indicated use of the test.
8 Indicated it was extremely useful.

All who used the test said it was needed prior to entrance
into program andrresulta should be obtainable early dufing

SVP.

b. CGPP - PIC- DAT 4.

c.

If

10 Indicated use of this group of tests.

2 - Indicated they use only CGPP.
All use these as counseling tools - stating they use them not
so much for informatio4 but 4s an aid in interpreting to

sthdent career informations

Hearing Disc. Sp. v /Sound Simultaneous Reception

Speech w/o Sound Manual Reception

Only 3 indipated that the communications testing'above was im,
portant and /nor useful for SVP.

9 indicated that test results are used later in counseling if there
are 'communication problems.

(Severaidcommented that their observational methods are of mare

practical benefit.

V
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d. Reading Vocabulary Reading Comprehension Writing

)

25 considered results of'these tests very important and woad like

the information as soon as possible in Summer.

11 indicated that,theY dok not use it at,all.

e. Speech Intelligibility Non-Verbal Kinetic'

1 respondent indicated that Non-verbal Kinetic results are s

times helpful.

0 rise or knowiedir If the tests generally.

f: Socillization Profile Tests

.

0 knowledge or use of.
. 0

1 inliFted had occasionally usedCMI but didn't get it soon enough.

g.- Math' learning Center Tests

29 responded that they use results of the MLC Diagnostic tests and,

stated',that they need information as early as possible.,

7 reporteeno use of these tests.

4111.

Questign #6. What percentage of students who enter your program are-

.4 rea'ly ready (with regard to maturity, previous informs-

tionAad experiences, etc.) to make a career decision at

their time of entrance?

Percent of studentseready to make career decisions 44.8%

Smile kind of preparatory phase would be good 27

bad 4

Current SVP,i not very beneficial. 20 4

beneficial 5

The pressure on students to make a career decision is

toomuch 23

appropriate '6

More emphasis should be made in high school on Career

decision-makinge .
f,

6

SVP should be more flexible - more respett for stU&nt

differences' -8

23'
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Question #7:' At their time of entry into your program, where would you
rate the majority.of studenAs along the following continuum?

no'hindrance to
success in program

1.0

minor

2.0

moderate

3.0

'major critical hindrance
to success in program

4.0 5.0. ,

reading ability

Average
Rating

3.59

receptive communication 3.16

writing ability 3.07

peTsona lsocial skills 3.02

expressive communication 2.47

technical skills
(needed as prerequisite)

Question #8.

40

Consider the rela4onship between specific personal/social
skills and succes in your program.

standard
Deviation

.89

. 95

1.08
. 95

89
1.31

Initiating relation-
s - making friends
meeting people

Average perceptage of
students who need to
make significant im-
provement in this
skill before graduat-
ing

2. Maintaining relation-
ships with people

4 3. "Accepting responsibility
for own actions

4. Handling advice an d

criticism fenl others

5., Respecting,the rights of

- others

k

Average percentage of
students who should not
have been admitted until
they had improved in
this area

36.3 1.4

34.8 115

41.3 5.3

34.9 2.6

27.4 3.3

vii 2 4
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6. Participating in group- ,

discussions and decisions

7. Getting along With deaf

" people

'8. Getting along with hear-
ing people

9. Abiding by established
rules and authority

cep.

49.4'

20.5 -

28.3 1.2

'28N 1.8

1.1

.5

10. Maintaining personal
appearance 14.8.

11. Attendance - includes punc-
tuality and regularity 25.7 2.7

12. Responsibility - doing what
s(he) says s(he) will do 30.0

13. Initiative =A tries to do
more than is fequired

A

.

V

viii

1.6

48.9 5.2

25

A


